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Important TerminologyImportant TerminologyImportant TerminologyImportant Terminology
Well yield:Well yield: is a measure how much is a measure how much yy

water can be withdrawn from the well water can be withdrawn from the well 
over a period of time and measured in over a period of time and measured in 
mm33/hr or m/hr or m33/day/daymm33/hr or m/hr or m33/day./day.

Static water level:Static water level: is the level of water is the level of water 
in the well when no water is being taken in the well when no water is being taken 
out. out. 

Dynamic Water level:Dynamic Water level: is the level when is the level when 
water is being drawn from the well  The water is being drawn from the well  The water is being drawn from the well. The water is being drawn from the well. The 
cone of depression occurs during pumping cone of depression occurs during pumping 
when water flows from all directions when water flows from all directions 
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toward the pump. toward the pump. 



Aquifer Terminology:Aquifer Terminology:

Aquiclude: Aquiclude: 
A waterA water bearing layer of rock or sediment that isbearing layer of rock or sediment that isA waterA water--bearing layer of rock or sediment that is bearing layer of rock or sediment that is 
incapable of transmitting water. incapable of transmitting water. 

Aquifer: Aquifer: 
A waterA water--bearing layer of rock or sediment capable of bearing layer of rock or sediment capable of 
transmitting significant quantities of water. transmitting significant quantities of water. 

Aquitard:Aquitard:Aquitard: Aquitard: 
A waterA water--bearing layer of rock or sediment that bearing layer of rock or sediment that 
transmits small quantities of water in relation to transmits small quantities of water in relation to qq
Aquifer. Aquifer. 
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TerminologyTerminology…….Con.Con’’tt

Confined Aquifer: Confined Aquifer: 
An aquifer whose upper and lower boundaries are defined by An aquifer whose upper and lower boundaries are defined by q pp yq pp y
aquicludes. aquicludes. 

Drawdown: Drawdown: 
the amount of water level decline in a well due to pumping. the amount of water level decline in a well due to pumping. 
Usually measured relative to static (nonUsually measured relative to static (non--pumping) conditionspumping) conditionsUsually measured relative to static (nonUsually measured relative to static (non--pumping) conditions.pumping) conditions.

Unconfined Aquifer:Unconfined Aquifer:qq
An aquifer in which the water table forms the upper boundary. An aquifer in which the water table forms the upper boundary. 

P t ti t i S fP t ti t i S f i i f t hi h ti i f t hi h tPotentiometric SurfacePotentiometric Surface: an imaginary surface to which water : an imaginary surface to which water 
would rise in wells from a given point in confined aquifer. The would rise in wells from a given point in confined aquifer. The 
water tablewater table is a particular potentiometric surface for unconfineis a particular potentiometric surface for unconfine
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water tablewater table is a particular potentiometric surface for unconfineis a particular potentiometric surface for unconfine
aquifers. aquifers. 



66Figure Figure 1   1   Schematic representation of the hydrologic cycleSchematic representation of the hydrologic cycle



77Figure Figure 2 2 Schematic crossSchematic cross--section of aquifer types section of aquifer types 



88Figure Figure 33 Water table and Piezometric SurfaceWater table and Piezometric Surface



Aquifer PropertiesAquifer PropertiesAquifer PropertiesAquifer Properties

PorosityPorosity1.1. PorosityPorosity

Porosity (n) is the percentage of rock or soil that isPorosity (n) is the percentage of rock or soil that isPorosity (n) is the percentage of rock or soil that is Porosity (n) is the percentage of rock or soil that is 
void of material. The larger the pore space or the void of material. The larger the pore space or the 
greater their number, the higher the porosity and greater their number, the higher the porosity and 
the larger the waterthe larger the water--holding capacity. It is definedholding capacity. It is definedthe larger the waterthe larger the water holding capacity. It is defined holding capacity. It is defined 
mathematically by the equation:mathematically by the equation:

V 100 x
V
Vn v=
V

where,
n is the porosity (percentage)
Vv     is the volume of void space in a unit volume of earth materials (L3, cm3 or m3)
V i th it l f th t i l i l di b th id d lid (L3 3
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V       is the unit volume of earth material, including both voids and solids (L3, cm3 
or m3)



In sediments or sedimentary rocks the In sediments or sedimentary rocks the sed e ts o sed e ta y oc s t esed e ts o sed e ta y oc s t e
porosity depends on porosity depends on grain size, the shape grain size, the shape 
of the grains, the degree of sorting and the of the grains, the degree of sorting and the o e g a s, e deg ee o so g a d eo e g a s, e deg ee o so g a d e
degree of cementationdegree of cementation. In rocks, the . In rocks, the 
porosity depends upon the porosity depends upon the extent, spacing extent, spacing p y p pp y p p , p g, p g
and pattern of cracks and fracturesand pattern of cracks and fractures..

WellWell--rounded coarserounded coarse--grained sediments grained sediments 
usually have higher porosityusually have higher porosity than finethan fineusually have higher porosityusually have higher porosity than finethan fine--
grained sediments, because the grain grained sediments, because the grain 
don’t fit together well (see Figuredon’t fit together well (see Figure 44))don t fit together well (see Figure don t fit together well (see Figure 44) ) 
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FiFi 44 P i f llP i f ll d d did d di
1111

Figure Figure 44 Porosity of wellPorosity of well--rounded coarse sediments vs. rounded coarse sediments vs. 
fine grained sediments  fine grained sediments  



Poorly sorted sediments (sediments contains a Poorly sorted sediments (sediments contains a 
mixture of grain sizes) mixture of grain sizes) usually have lower usually have lower 
porosityporosity because the finebecause the fine--grained fragments tendgrained fragments tendporosityporosity because the finebecause the fine--grained fragments tend grained fragments tend 
to fill the open spaces (see Figure to fill the open spaces (see Figure 55).).
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FiFi 55 P l d diP l d di
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Figure Figure 55 Poorly sorted sedimentsPoorly sorted sediments



Since cements tend to fill in the pore space, Since cements tend to fill in the pore space, 
highly cemented sedimentary rocks have lower highly cemented sedimentary rocks have lower 
porosityporosity ((see Figuresee Figure 66))porosity porosity ((see Figure see Figure 66).).
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FiFi 66 Hi hl d di kHi hl d di k
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Figure Figure 66 Highly cemented sedimentary rocksHighly cemented sedimentary rocks
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P it fP it f t tht th 6060%%Porosity can range from Porosity can range from zero to more than zero to more than 6060%.%.

Recently deposited sedimentsRecently deposited sediments have higherhave higherRecently deposited sediments Recently deposited sediments have higher have higher 
porosityporosity..

Dense crystalline rock or highly compacted soft Dense crystalline rock or highly compacted soft 
rocks such as shale rocks such as shale have lower porosity.have lower porosity.
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It is worth distinguishing between It is worth distinguishing between Intergranular Intergranular 
or matrix or primary porosityor matrix or primary porosity is the porosity is the porosity 
provided by small spaces between adjacentprovided by small spaces between adjacentprovided by small spaces between adjacent provided by small spaces between adjacent 
grains of the rock, and grains of the rock, and secondary porosity or secondary porosity or 
Fracture porosityFracture porosity is the porosity provided by is the porosity provided by p yp y p y p yp y p y
discrete rock mass discontinuities (faults, joints discrete rock mass discontinuities (faults, joints 
and fractures)and fractures)

Table 1  lists representative porosity ranges 
from various geologic materials
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TableTable 11 Range of values of porosityRange of values of porosityTable Table 11 Range of values of porosityRange of values of porosity

Formation n (%)

Unconsolidated deposits p

Gravel
Sand

25 - 40
25 - 50Sand

Silt
Clay

25 50
35 - 50

Rocks

F t d b lt
40 - 70
5 50Fractured basalt

Karst limestone
Sandstone

5 - 50
5 - 50
5 - 30

Limestone, dolomite
Shale
Fractured crystalline rock

0 - 20
0 – 10
0 - 10
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y
Dense crystalline rock                                                              0 – 5



2.2. Specific Yield (Sy)Specific Yield (Sy)2.2. Specific Yield (Sy)Specific Yield (Sy)

Specific yield (Sy) is the ratio of the volume of water that Specific yield (Sy) is the ratio of the volume of water that 
drains from a saturated rock owing to the attraction ofdrains from a saturated rock owing to the attraction ofdrains from a saturated rock owing to the attraction of drains from a saturated rock owing to the attraction of 
gravity (or by pumping from wells) to the total volume of gravity (or by pumping from wells) to the total volume of 
the saturated aquifer. It is defined mathematically by the the saturated aquifer. It is defined mathematically by the 
equation:equation:qq

100*VwS =
Where,Where,

SySy is the Specific yield (percentage)is the Specific yield (percentage)

100
V

S y

SySy is the Specific yield (percentage)is the Specific yield (percentage)
Vw   is the volume of water in a unit volume of earth materials (LVw   is the volume of water in a unit volume of earth materials (L33, , 

cmcm3 3 or mor m33))
V      is the unit volume of earth material, including both voids and V      is the unit volume of earth material, including both voids and 

solids (Lsolids (L33 cmcm33 or mor m33))solids (Lsolids (L33, cm, cm3 3 or mor m33))
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All the water stored in a water bearing stratum All the water stored in a water bearing stratum 
cannot be drained out by gravity or by pumping, cannot be drained out by gravity or by pumping, 
because a portion of the water is rigidly held inbecause a portion of the water is rigidly held inbecause a portion of the water is rigidly held in because a portion of the water is rigidly held in 
the voids of the aquifer by molecular and surface the voids of the aquifer by molecular and surface 
tension forces (see table tension forces (see table 22). ). (( ))
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TableTable 22 Specific yield in percentSpecific yield in percentTable Table 22 Specific yield in percentSpecific yield in percent

Formation Sy (range) Sy (average)y ( g ) y ( g )

Clay
Sandy clay

0 - 5
3 - 12

2
7

Silt
Fine sand
Medium sand

3 - 19
10 - 28
15 - 32

18
21
26

Coarse sand                                
Gravelly sand
Fine gravel

20 - 35
20 - 35
21 - 35

27
25
25Fine gravel

Medium gravel
Coarse gravel

21 35
13 - 26
12 - 26

25
23
22
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3.3. Coefficient of permeability (Hydraulic Coefficient of permeability (Hydraulic 33 Coe c e t o pe eab ty ( yd au cCoe c e t o pe eab ty ( yd au c
conductivity) (K)conductivity) (K)

Permeability is the ease with which water can Permeability is the ease with which water can 
flow in a soil mass or a rock. The coefficient offlow in a soil mass or a rock. The coefficient offlow in a soil mass or a rock. The coefficient of flow in a soil mass or a rock. The coefficient of 
permeability (K) is equal to the discharge per permeability (K) is equal to the discharge per 
unit area of soil mass under unit hydraulic unit area of soil mass under unit hydraulic 
gradient. Because the discharge per unit area is gradient. Because the discharge per unit area is 
equal to the velocity, the coefficient of equal to the velocity, the coefficient of 
permeability has the dimension of the velocitypermeability has the dimension of the velocitypermeability has the dimension of the velocity permeability has the dimension of the velocity 
[L/T]. it is usually expressed as cm/s, m/s, [L/T]. it is usually expressed as cm/s, m/s, 
m/day, etc. The coefficient of permeability ism/day, etc. The coefficient of permeability ism/day, etc. The coefficient of permeability is m/day, etc. The coefficient of permeability is 
also called hydraulic conductivity.also called hydraulic conductivity.
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The rate of groundwater flow is controlled by theThe rate of groundwater flow is controlled by theThe rate of groundwater flow is controlled by the The rate of groundwater flow is controlled by the 
two properties of the rock, two properties of the rock, porosity and porosity and 
permeability.permeability.

Low porosity usually results in low permeabilityLow porosity usually results in low permeability, , 
but but high porosity does not necessarily imply high high porosity does not necessarily imply high 

bilibili I i ibl h hi hlI i ibl h hi hlpermeabilitypermeability. It is possible to have a highly . It is possible to have a highly 
porous rock with little or no interconnections porous rock with little or no interconnections 
between pores. A good example of a rock with between pores. A good example of a rock with p g pp g p
high porosity and low permeability is a vesicular high porosity and low permeability is a vesicular 
volcanic rock, where the bubbles that once volcanic rock, where the bubbles that once 
contained gas give the rock a high porosity, but contained gas give the rock a high porosity, but g g g p y,g g g p y,
since these holes are not connected to one since these holes are not connected to one 
another the rock has low permeability.another the rock has low permeability.

Typical values of hydraulic conductivity for Typical values of hydraulic conductivity for 
unconsolidated and hard rocks are given in Table unconsolidated and hard rocks are given in Table 
33 respectively which are taken from Marsilyrespectively which are taken from Marsily
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33 respectively which are taken from Marsily respectively which are taken from Marsily 
[[19861986].].



TableTable 33 Hydraulic conductivity for unconsolidated and hard rocksHydraulic conductivity for unconsolidated and hard rocksTable Table 33 Hydraulic conductivity for unconsolidated and hard rocksHydraulic conductivity for unconsolidated and hard rocks

Medium K (ms-1)

Unconsolidated deposits

Coarse gravel 10-2 – 10-1g
Sands and gravels
Fine sands, silts
Clay, shale, glacial

10-5 – 10-2

10-9 – 10-5

10-13 – 10-9Clay, shale, glacial

Hard Rocks

10 10

Dolomitic limestone
Weathered chalk
U th d h lk

10-5 – 10-3

10-5 – 10-3

10 9 10 6Unweathered chalk
Limestone
Sandstone

10-9 – 10-6

10-9 – 10-5

10-10 – 10-4
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Granite, gneiss, compact 
basalt

10-13 – 10-9



4.4. Transmissivity (T)Transmissivity (T)

Transmissibility (T) is equal to the discharge rate Transmissibility (T) is equal to the discharge rate 
at which water is transmitted through a unit at which water is transmitted through a unit 

id h f if d i h d liid h f if d i h d liwidth of an aquifer under a unit hydraulic width of an aquifer under a unit hydraulic 
gradient. Thus gradient. Thus 

KbT =
where,where, bb is the saturated thickness of the aquifer. is the saturated thickness of the aquifer. 
b is equal to theb is equal to the depth of a confined aquiferdepth of a confined aquifer It isIt isb is equal to the b is equal to the depth of a confined aquiferdepth of a confined aquifer. It is . It is 
equal to the equal to the average thicknessaverage thickness of the saturated of the saturated 
zone of zone of an unconfined aquiferan unconfined aquifer..

Transmissibility is usually expressed as mTransmissibility is usually expressed as m22/s, or /s, or 
mm33/day/m or litter/day/m./day/m or litter/day/m.
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5.5. Storage coefficient (S)Storage coefficient (S)

Storage coefficient (S) is the volume of water Storage coefficient (S) is the volume of water 
l d f t t k i t tl d f t t k i t treleased from storage, or taken into storage, per released from storage, or taken into storage, per 

unit of aquifer storage area per unit change in unit of aquifer storage area per unit change in 
head.head.

The storage coefficient is also called The storage coefficient is also called StorativityStorativity..gg

The storage coefficient is The storage coefficient is a dimensionlessa dimensionless as it is as it is 
th ti f th l f t l d fth ti f th l f t l d fthe ratio of the volume of water released from the ratio of the volume of water released from 
original unit volume.original unit volume.

The value of the storage coefficient usually lies The value of the storage coefficient usually lies 
between between 11**1010--5 5 –– 11**1010--33, with an average , with an average 
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, g, g
value of value of 11**1010--44..



II fi d iffi d if St ti it i thSt ti it i thIn In unconfined aquifersunconfined aquifers, , Storativity is the same as Storativity is the same as 
the specific yieldthe specific yield of the aquifer.of the aquifer.

In confined aquifer, In confined aquifer, Storativity is the result of Storativity is the result of 
compression of the aquifer and expansion of the compression of the aquifer and expansion of the p q pp q p
confined waterconfined water when the head (pressure) is when the head (pressure) is 
reduced during pumping.reduced during pumping.
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66 Specific Storage (Ss)Specific Storage (Ss)6.6. Specific Storage (Ss)Specific Storage (Ss)

Specific Storage (Ss) is the storage coefficient per unit Specific Storage (Ss) is the storage coefficient per unit p g ( ) g pp g ( ) g p
saturated thickness of the aquifer. Thus, saturated thickness of the aquifer. Thus, 

SS
b

Ss =

Where b is the thickness of aquiferWhere, b is the thickness of aquifer.

The specific storage is usually expressed as cm-1 or m-
11.
For most aquifers, the specific storage is about 3*10-7 
m-1.

Table 4   shows the values of specific storage for given 
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p g g
values of aquifer compressibility assuming porosity 
equals to 15 %.



Table Table 44 Values of specific storage for given values of aquifer Values of specific storage for given values of aquifer 
compressibility assuming porosity equal to compressibility assuming porosity equal to 15 15 % (After Younger, % (After Younger, 19931993))
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Heterogeneity and Anisotropy of Heterogeneity and Anisotropy of 
Hydraulic ConductivityHydraulic Conductivity

HeterogeneityHeterogeneity is the change of a property inis the change of a property inHeterogeneityHeterogeneity is the change of a property in is the change of a property in 
space.space.

AnisotropyAnisotropy is the change of a property with the is the change of a property with the 
direction of measurement.direction of measurement.

If (K) is independent of position within a If (K) is independent of position within a 
geological formation, then the formation is geological formation, then the formation is 
homogenoushomogenoushomogenoushomogenous..

If (K) is dependent on position within a geologicalIf (K) is dependent on position within a geologicalIf (K) is dependent on position within a geological If (K) is dependent on position within a geological 
formation, then the formation is formation, then the formation is heterogeneousheterogeneous..
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If (K) is independent of the direction of If (K) is independent of the direction of 
measurement then the formation ismeasurement then the formation ismeasurement, then the formation is measurement, then the formation is 
isotropicisotropic..

If (K)If (K) is dependent on the direction of is dependent on the direction of 
measurement then the formation ismeasurement then the formation ismeasurement, then the formation is measurement, then the formation is 
anisotropicanisotropic..

Note: Statistical distributions are used to Note: Statistical distributions are used to 
provide a quantitative description of theprovide a quantitative description of theprovide a quantitative description of the provide a quantitative description of the 
degree of heterogeneity in a geological degree of heterogeneity in a geological 
formation.formation.
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Process Governing Flow in Porous Process Governing Flow in Porous 
MediaMedia

The stead state flo of fl id th o gh aThe stead state flo of fl id th o gh aThe steady state flow of fluid through a The steady state flow of fluid through a 
porous media is governed by physical porous media is governed by physical 
processes which are expressedprocesses which are expressedprocesses which are expressed processes which are expressed 
mathematically by mathematically by Darcy’s LawDarcy’s Law, which , which 
expresses the relationship between the expresses the relationship between the 
motive force applied to the fluid and themotive force applied to the fluid and themotive force applied to the fluid and the motive force applied to the fluid and the 
resulting discharge of fluid through the resulting discharge of fluid through the 
medium.medium.medium.medium.
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Darcy’s Law for flow porous mediaDarcy’s Law for flow porous media

The classic work on the flow of water through a The classic work on the flow of water through a 
di d d bdi d d b H i D iH i D iporous medium was conducted by porous medium was conducted by Henri Darcy in Henri Darcy in 

France in France in 18561856. Darcy’s result is of fundamental . Darcy’s result is of fundamental 
importance and remains at the heart of almost allimportance and remains at the heart of almost allimportance and remains at the heart of almost all importance and remains at the heart of almost all 
groundwater flow calculations.groundwater flow calculations.

Darcy discovered that the Darcy discovered that the discharge Q of water discharge Q of water 
through a column of sand is proportional to the through a column of sand is proportional to the g p pg p p
cross sectional area A of the sand columncross sectional area A of the sand column, and to , and to 
the the difference in piezometric head between the difference in piezometric head between the 

d f h ld f h l hh hh dd i li lends of the columnends of the column, h, h11–– hh22, and , and inversely inversely 
proportional to the length of the column Lproportional to the length of the column L. That is:. That is:

hh
3535L

hhKAQ 21 −
=



Thank YouThank YouThank YouThank You
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